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a b s t r a c t
A Completely Separating System (CSS) C on [n] is a collection of blocks of [n] such that for
any pair of distinct points x, y ∈ [n], there exist blocks A, B ∈ C such that x ∈ A − B and
y ∈ B−A. One possible generalization of CSSs are r-CSSs. Let T be a subset of 2[n], the power
set of [n]. A point i ∈ [n] is called r-separable if for every r-subset S ⊆ [n]−{i} there exists
a block T ∈ T with i ∈ T and with the property that S is disjoint from T . If every point
i ∈ [n] is r-separable, then T is an r-CSS (or r-(n)CSS). Furthermore, if T is a collection
of k-blocks, then T is an r-(n, k)CSS. In this paper we offer some general results, analyze
especially the case r = 2 with the additional condition that k ≤ 5, present a construction
using Latin squares, and mention some open problems.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Definitions and motivation
Let a and n be non-negative integers with a ≤ n, then [a, n] := {a, a + 1, a + 2, . . . , n} and [n] := [1, n]. The size of a
collection C of blocks is |C|.
Often we omit brackets and commas in our notation for blocks and use the symbol a equivalent to 10, b equivalent to 11
and so on. For example we write 1345ad instead of {1, 3, 4, 5, 10, 13}. A block T is called k-block if it contains k points, i.e.,
|T | = k, and a point x is called an l-point if it occurs in exactly l blocks.
A Completely Separating System (CSS) C on [n] is a collection of blocks of [n] such that for any pair of distinct points
x, y ∈ [n], there exist blocks A, B ∈ C such that x ∈ A− B and y ∈ B− A.
First of all we give a generalized definition of CSSs: Let T be a subset of 2[n], the power set of [n], and
Sri :=
 [n] − {i}
r

.
Let T ∈ T and S ∈ Sri . We say T covers the r-block S if S ⊆ T and S is disjoint to T if S ∩ T = ∅. A point i ∈ [n] is called
r-separable if for all S ∈ Sri there exists a block T ∈ T with i ∈ T and with the property that S is disjoint from T . If every
point i ∈ [n] is r-separable, then T is an r-CSS (or r − (n)CSS). If T is a collection of k-blocks, then T is an r − (n, k)CSS.
A Completely Triple Separating System (CTSS) T is a 2-CSS, i.e., for all pairwise distinct points a, b, c ∈ [n], there exist
blocks A, B, C ∈ T such that a ∈ A− (B∪ C), b ∈ B− (A∪ C) and c ∈ C − (A∪ B). An (n)CTSS is a CTSS on n points, and an
(n, k)CTSS is an (n)CTSS in which every block contains exactly k different points.
Example. The collection of blocks {12 345, 125, 134, 236, 456, 247, 357, 67} is not a CTSS, because you cannot separate 1
from the set {2, 3}.
The collection of blocks {12 345, 125, 134, 167, 236, 456, 247, 357, 8} is an (8)CTSS.
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LetB be a subset of 2[m]. We callB an antichain (AC) if there are no two distinct sets inB which are comparable under
set inclusion, i.e., B1 ⊈ B2 and B2 ⊈ B1 for all distinct B1, B2 ∈ B. The size of B is denoted by n := |B|. An antichain B is
called k-regular (k ∈ N) if for each i ∈ [m] there are exactly k sets B1, B2, . . . , Bk ∈ B containing i. In this case we say that
B is a (k,m, n)-antichain.
Let C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} be a collection of subsets of [n]. We define the dual C∗ of C to be the collection C∗ := {C∗1 ,
C∗2 , . . . , C∗n } of subsets of [m] given by C∗i := {j ∈ [m] : i ∈ Cj}(i = 1, . . . , n).
The strong connection between antichains and CSSs is shown in the following lemmas which are based on this notion of
duality. Lemma 1 was proven by Spencer [8].
Lemma 1. If C is a CSS, then its dual C∗ is an antichain and vice versa.
Specially for given parameters k,m, n, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If C is an (n, k)CSS of size m, then its dual C∗ is a (k,m, n)-AC and vice versa.
Lemma 3. The collection of sets C is an r − (n, k)CSS of size m if and only if the dual C∗ is a (k,m, n)-AC with the additional
property that
∀B ∈ B ∀A1, A2, . . . , Ar ∈ B − {B} : B ⊈ A1 ∪ A2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ar .
Completely Separating Systems were motivated by the work of Rényi [6] in 1961 and Katona [4] in 1966 and were firstly
introduced by Dickson [2] in 1969. One important question in the area of Completely Separating Systems is to determine
the value R(n, k) := min{|C| : C is (n, k)CSS} (see for example [5,7]).
If T is not an r − (n)CSS, then T ′ is not an r − (n)CSS for all T ′ ⊂ T , and if T is an r − (n)CSS, then T ′ is an r − (n)CSS
for all T ′ ⊇ T . Hence, it is again a natural question to ask for the smallest number Rr(n, k) such that an r − (n, k)CSS with
Rr(n, k) blocks exists.
In this context, if T is an (n, k)CTSS of size R2(n, k) we say that T is a CTSS of minimum size. If T is a CTSS with the
property that T − {T } is not a CTSS for every T ∈ T we say that T is aminimal CTSS.
If there does not exist an r − (n, k)CTSS for given values r, n, k, we define Rr(n, k) := ∞.
We also want to remark that if T is an r − (n, k)CSS, then T is an r ′ − (n, k)CSS for all r ′ ≤ r . We can now formulate the
following lemma:
Lemma 4. For all positive integers r, r ′, k, n with r ′ ≤ r:
R(n, k) ≤ Rr ′(n, k) ≤ Rr(n, k).
Let T be a collection of blocks of [n]. We define Tx := {T ∈ T : x ∈ T } for every x ∈ [n] and TM := {T ∈ T : M ⊆ T } for
everyM ⊆ [n]. The volume of T is v(T ) :=T∈T |T |.
Let T 1 and T 2 be collections of blocks of A1 and of A2, respectively. We say that T 1 and T 2 are isomorphic to each
other, if there exists a set preserving bijection f between A1 and A2, i.e., T is in T 1 if and only if f (T ) is in T 2, where
f (T ) := {f (t) : t ∈ T }.
2. Necessary conditions for existence of (n, k)CTSSs of given sizem
The next lemmas follow immediately from the definition.
Lemma 5. If n− 1 ≤ k, then there does not exist an (n, k)CTSS.
Lemma 6. The collection T of blocks is an (n)CTSS if and only if for all pairwise distinct a, b, c ∈ [n] the inequality
|Ta| > |Tab| + |Tac | − |Tabc |
holds.
Proof. If this inequality would not be fulfilled for a triple (a, b, c) such that |Ta| ≤ |Tab| + |Tac | − |Tabc |, then we could not
separate the point a from {b, c}, because every block which contains the point a, contains also b or c .
On the other hand if this inequality is right for a triple (a, b, c)we can separate the point a from {b, c}. 
We conclude immediately the following corollaries:
Corollary 7. Let T be a collection of blocks with |Tx| ≥ 3 and |Txy| ≤ 1 for all distinct x, y ∈ [n], then T is a CTSS.
Corollary 8. Let T be an (n, k)CTSS with k ≥ 2. Then for all distinct a, b ∈ [n], |Ta| ≥ |Tab| + 2.
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Proof. Assume that there exist a, b ∈ [n] such that |Ta| ≤ |Tab| + 1. If |Ta| = |Tab|, then we cannot separate a from b.
Hence, T is not a CSS and especially not a CTSS. So we can assume that |Ta| = |Tab| + 1. Then there exists exactly one block
C ∈ Ta − Tab. Because of k ≥ 2, there also exists a point c ∈ C − {a}. We cannot separate the point a from {b, c} and this is
a contradiction. 
Using Corollary 8 we get immediately the following corollary:
Corollary 9. Let T be an (n, k)CTSS with k ≥ 2. Then
|Ta| ≥ 3
for all a ∈ [n].
Corollary 9 can also be proved in another way. This proof can be generalized to get the following result:
Lemma 10. Let T be an r − (n, k)CSS with k ≥ 2. Then
|Ta| ≥ r + 1
for all a ∈ [n].
Proof. Assume, there exists a point a ∈ [n] such that Ta = {T1, T2, . . . , Ts} with s ≤ r . For all i ∈ [s], let ai be an arbitrary
point in Ti − {a}. Further, let as+1, . . . , ar ∈ [n] − {a, a1, . . . , as} be r − s arbitrary points. Then a is not separable from
{a1, . . . , ar}which is a contradiction. 
With the help of this lemmaweget another one by counting in twodifferentways. LetTmin be an r−(n, k)CSS ofminimum
size. On the one hand we know that every point of [n] is in at least r + 1 blocks and on the other hand we know that the
volume v(Tmin) is k · Rr(n, k). Hence,
k · Rr(n, k) = v(T ) ≥ (r + 1)n.
Lemma 11. For all integers n ≥ k ≥ 2 and for all positive integers r
Rr(n, k) ≥ (r + 1)n
k
.
It is useful to explicitly state a corollary for the particular case r = 2.
Corollary 12. For all integers n ≥ k ≥ 2,
R2(n, k) ≥ 3n
k
.
Motivated by Corollary 9, we can formulate the following lemma:
Lemma 13. Let T be an (n, k)CTSS with 3k > n+ 2 and k > 2. Then |Ta| ≥ 4 for all a ∈ [n].
Proof. Let a ∈ [n] be an arbitrary fixed point. Assume that |Ta| = 3. Using the pigeonhole principle and because
3(k − 1) > n − 1, we obtain that there must be at least one point b ∈ [n] with |Tab| ≥ 2. But this is a contradiction to
Corollary 8. 
We obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 14. Let k > 2 and n be positive integers with 3k > n+ 2, then
R2(n, k) ≥ 4n
k
.
Another useful lower bound on the size of an r − (n, k)CSS is the following one:
Lemma 15. Let T be an r − (n, k)CSS of size m. Then
n− k
r

m ≥

n− r
k
n
r

.
Proof. We count the number of pairs (T , {a1, a2, . . . , ar}) consisting of a block T and an r-set of points {a1, . . . , ar} disjoint
to it in two different ways. Every block in T is disjoint to exactly

n−k
r

r-blocks. On the other hand if we fix r arbitrary
distinct points b1, . . . , br ∈ [n], then we need at least
 n−r
k

blocks to separate all the points in [n] − {b1, . . . , br} from
{b1, . . . , br}. 
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In particular, for the special case r = 2 we get the following corollary which we will extensively use in later proofs. So,
we state it explicitly at this place.
Corollary 16. Let T be an (n, k)CTSS of size m. Then
n− k
2

m ≥

n− 2
k
n
2

.
Remark 1. Especially in the case r = 1, we get
m ≥

n− 1
k

n
n− k .
This result was proven by Ramsay et al. in [5].
The next lemma is useful for the computer program which searches for minimum size (n, k)CTSSs.
Lemma 17. Let T be an (n, k)CTSS of size m. Then for all distinct points a, b ∈ [n]:
|Ta ∪ Tb| ≤ m−

n− 2
k

.
Proof. We fix two distinct points a, b ∈ [n]. To separate all the other n−2 points from {a, b}we need at least  n−2k  blocks.
So the number of blocks which contains a or b can be at mostm−  n−2k . 
Remark 2. This lemma is helpful when n is not so much bigger than k.
3. General results
Lemma 18. For every positive integer k:
R2(k+ 2, k) =

k+ 2
k

.
Proof. We assume that there is a positive integer k such that there exists a CTSS T of k-blocks on [k + 2] with less than
k+2
k

blocks. We can assume that 12 . . . k ∉ T . But then we cannot separate 1 from {k + 1, k + 2} because all the blocks
which contain the point 1 also contain the point k+ 1 or the point k+ 2.
The collection of blocks

[k+2]
k

is a (k+ 2, k)CTSS. 
The following lemma states an upper bound on the value Rr(n, k).
Lemma 19. For all positive integers n1, n2, k, and r:
Rr(n1 + n2, k) ≤ Rr(n1, k)+ Rr(n2, k).
Proof. Let T 1 be a minimum size r − (n1, k)CSS on [n1] and let T 2 be a minimum size r − (n2, k)CSS on [n1 + 1, n1 + n2].
Then T 1 ∪ T 2 is an r − (n1 + n2, k)CSS of size Rr(n1, k)+ Rr(n2, k). 
Lemma 20. For all k ≥ 3:
R2(k2, k) = 3k.
Proof. Let k ≥ 3 be an arbitrary fixed integer. Using Corollary 12 we know that R2(k2, k) ≥ 3k. Now, we present a
construction which also gives us R2(k2, k) ≤ 3k:
X := {{lk+ 1, lk+ 2, . . . , lk+ k} : l ∈ [0, k− 1]},
Y := {{lk+ j : l ∈ [0, k− 1]} : j ∈ [k]},
Z := {{lk+ t : l ∈ [0, k− 1], t ≡ l+ j mod k, t ∈ [k]} : j ∈ [k]}.
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The collection
T := X ∪ Y ∪ Z
of blocks is a (k2, k)CTSS of size 3k. That T is a CTSS follows from Corollary 7 using that |Ta| = 3 and |Tab| ≤ 1 for all distinct
a, b ∈ [n] (see also the following example.) 
Example. Let n = 9 and k = 3. We get:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 X
3 1 1 1
4 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 Y
6 1 1 1
7 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 Z
9 1 1 1
4. Constructing CTSSs using Latin squares
This section is motivated by Lemma 20 and an idea in [3] from Donovan and Lieby. They construct CSSs with the help of
Latin squares.
First of all, we need some further definitions:
A Latin square L of order s is an s × s array of s symbols in which each symbol occurs exactly once in each row and in
each column. We can describe every Latin square L as a set {(la, (ia, ja)) ∈ [s] × [s]2 : a ∈ [s2]} of pairs, while the first
entry in this pair describes the symbol, and the second one the position: first the row and then the column. A transversal
M = {(la, (ia, ja)) ∈ [s]× [s]2 : a ∈ [s]} of a Latin square is a set of s pairs such that no two pairs share the same symbol, row
or column, i.e., for all (l, (i, j)), (l′, (i′, j′)) ∈ M , it is l ≠ l′, i ≠ i′ and j ≠ j′ (see for example [12]). Similarly, a t-transversal
Mt of a Latin square is a set of ts pairs such that every row, column or symbol is contained exactly t times inMt .
Lemma 21. Let L be a Latin square of order s := k+ t and let Mt be a t-transversal. Then there exists a (ks, k)CTSS of size 3s.
We start with a short example. Hopefully, after that the proof will be easier to understand.
Example. We start with the following Latin squareL of order s = 5:
1 2 3 4 5
5 1 2 3 4
4 5 1 2 3
3 4 5 1 2
2 3 4 5 1
We can find two disjoint transversals M1 = {(1, (3, 3)), (2, (5, 1)), (3, (2, 4)), (4, (4, 2)), (5, (1, 5))} and M2 =
{(1, (1, 1)), (2, (3, 4)), (3, (5, 2)), (4, (2, 5)), (5, (4, 3))}. So M2 := M1 ∪ M2 is a 2-transversal and we can choose k := 3
as well as t := 2. We construct a (15, 3)CTSS of size 15 in the following way:
We construct another 5 × 5 array L′ with 15 symbols. Every symbol appears exactly once and the ten positions of our
2-transversal will be defined as empty inL′. W.l.o.g. we choose the symbol set [15] and could obtain the following structure:
4 7 a
1 5 8
2 6 d
3 b e
9 c f
Every row, every column and every symbol of our origin Latin squareL yields a block of our CTSS, so we get the following
collections of blocks:
{123, 456, 789, abc, def , 47a, 158, 26d, 3be, 9cf , 5bf , 16c, 29a, 37d, 48e}.
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Proof of Lemma 21—Construction L. Similar to the example, we start with a Latin squareL of order s = k+ t and another
s × s array L′. Let Mt be a t-transversal of L. The positions of L which belong to Mt are empty entries in L′. The other
positions are numbered with values from 1 to ks. Every value appears exactly once.
We define a collection T of blocks as follows: The entries in every row and every column of L′ and all the entries in L′
which belong to the same symbol inLwill be a block in T .
Because of this construction, it follows immediately from Corollary 7 and the definition of a Latin square and a
t-transversal that T is a (ks, k)CTSS of size 3s. 
Remark 3. If we just use every row and every column ofL′, then we construct a (ks, k)CSS of size 2s = R(ks, k).
The following theorem (see for example [1]) is very important in the area of Latin squares:
Theorem 22. For s ∈ {3, 4, 5} and for s ≥ 7, there exists a Latin square of order s with s disjoint transversals.
Remark 4. It is known that for s = 6 such a Latin square does not exist, the first proof using a complete case-by-case analysis
was done by Tarry [10,11] in 1900/01. However, Stinson [9] gave a more elegant proof in 1984.
Using Corollary 12, Lemma 21 and Theorem 22 we immediately get the following result:
Corollary 23. For all integers s ≥ k ≥ 3 with s ≠ 6,
R2(ks, k) = 3s.
Remark 5. In particular, Lemma 20 is a special case of Corollary 23 with s = k.
Now, we look a little bit closer at the Latin squares of order s = 6:
The case k ≤ 2 is not so difficult (see Section 6).
With the help of the following two Latin squares of order six we reach a (30, 5)CTSS and a (24, 4)CTSS, each one of
size 18:
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 6 b g l
6 5 4 3 2 1 2 7 c h q
2 4 6 1 3 5 3 8 d m r
3 1 5 2 6 4 4 9 i n s
5 3 1 6 4 2 5 e j o t
4 6 2 5 1 3 a f k p u
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 5 9 d
6 1 2 3 4 5 2 6 a l
5 6 1 2 3 4 3 7 h m
4 5 6 1 2 3 4 e i n
3 4 5 6 1 2 b f j o
2 3 4 5 6 1 8 c g k
Using the (9, 3)CTSS T := {123, 456, 789, 147, 258, 369, 159, 267, 348} and the idea of the proof of Lemma 19, we can
also construct an (18, 3)CTSS of size 18. We obtain the following result:
Theorem 24. For all integers s ≥ k ≥ 3,
R2(ks, k) = 3s.
5. Computer program
In this section we describe the computer program used to search for some CTSS. We use Lemma 3 such that we build up
the CTSS by assembling the corresponding antichain set by set and checking the properties of the CTSS in each step. Since
these properties are local in nature, we can abort the recursion at the first point when one of the properties is not fulfilled
and we do not have to build a complete CTSS first.
The idea we use in the program is that of a box whose columns are the blocks of the CTSS T . We start with an empty
box B1 := Box{pos = 1, height = k,width = m}, where k is the size of the blocks, and m is the number of blocks in the
CTSS.
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B11 B
1
2 B
2
2
1 1 1 1
B13 B
2
3
B33 B
4
3
2 2
1 1 1 1 2
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Let n and k be fixed. We want to find a minimum size (n, k)CTSS T . Letm := |T |. We start withm = 3 and if we cannot
find an (n, k)CTSS of sizemwe increasem by 1 and so forth until we find a CTSS T .
We use Corollaries 8 and 9 and Lemma 17 to restrict the possible degrees of the points on line 8 such that 3 ≤ |Tp| ≤
m− ⌈ n−2k ⌉ − 2 for all p ∈ [n].
We order the degrees a1, . . . , an always in such a way that equal degrees occur in one consecutive sequence each. For
example, we take the degrees 5, 5, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3 in this order and not like 5, 3, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 4. Additionally, it seems to be good
to have longer sequences of equal degrees at the end such that the following optimizations work better. For example, 5, 4,
4, 4, 4, 4 works better than 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5.
We put in a test to avoid the duplicated creation of isomorphic (partial) CTSSs on line 43. Since this is not a full
isomorphism test, we still generate some isomorphic partial CTSSs. The tuple I(p, T ) gives a characteristic vector of p in
the CTSS T . In the example I(1, T ) = (1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0) and I(2, T ) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0). For points p, q with q < p and
with ap = aq, we only continue the recursion if I(p, T ) > I(q, T )where< is the lexicographical order.
This additionally implies another optimization. Let p be the point to add and other(p) := {q ∈ [p+ 1, n] | aq ≠ ap}. Let
B be the first box to be filled. If height(B) > other(p), then we have to place p at least once in this box B, since at least one
point q > p with the same degree as p has to be put in B. If p is not put in B, then I(p, T ) < I(q, T ) in contradiction to the
optimization above.
6. Determining the values R2(n, k) for k ≤ 5
6.1. The case k = 2
Lemma 25. For all n ≥ 4,
R2(n, 2) =

3n
2

.
Proof. Because of Corollary 12 we know that R2(n, 2) ≥ ⌈ 3n2 ⌉.
Now we construct a CTSS T on n points and of size ⌈ 3n2 ⌉, to show that R2(n, 2) ≤ ⌈ 3n2 ⌉.
T := {{i, i+ 1} : i ∈ [n− 1]} ∪ {{1, n}} ∪

i, i+

n− 1
2

: i ∈

n+ 1
2

.
And so we are done. 
Example. For n = 4, we get
T = {12, 23, 34} ∪ {14} ∪ {13, 24},
and for n = 5, we get
T = {12, 23, 34, 45} ∪ {15} ∪ {13, 24, 35}.
Remark 6. If n ≤ 3, then R2(n, 2) = ∞ (see also Lemma 5).
6.2. The case k = 3
The next corollary follows directly from Corollary 12 (and Lemma 5), but we want to repeat it for the special case k = 3
here.
Corollary 26. For all integers n ≥ 5,
R2(n, 3) ≥ n.
Using Lemmas 5 and 18, the first interesting value is n = 6:
Lemma 27.
R2(6, 3) = 10.
Proof. Using Corollary 16 we obtain R2(6, 3) ≥ 10.
With the help of the following collection {123, 126, 134, 145, 156, 235, 245, 246, 346, 356} of blocks we also prove that
R2(6, 3) ≤ 10 and so we are done. 
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Fig. 1. The Fano plane.
Lemma 28.
R2(7, 3) = 7.
Proof. Because of Corollary 26 we know that R2(7, 3) ≥ 7. Thus, we just have to show that there exists a (7, 3)CTSS of size
seven. We can use the so called Fano plane (see also Fig. 1):
T = {123, 145, 167, 246, 257, 347, 356}. 
Now, we show that the bound in Corollary 26 is sharp for all n ≥ 7.
Lemma 29. For all n ≥ 7:
R2(n, 3) = n.
Proof. Using Corollary 26 and Lemma 28, it is sufficient to show that there exists a (n, 3)CTSS of size n for all n ≥ 8. We
give an inductive construction and start with n = 8. The collection T := {123, 145, 167, 248, 257, 346, 378, 568} is an
(8, 3)CTSS of size eight (see also Corollary 7).
We fix an integer n ≥ 8 and assume that there is an (n, 3)CTSS T of size n. We also fix an arbitrary point a ∈ [n], and
after that we choose another point bwith ab ⊈ T for all T ∈ T . Such a point b exists because it is n ≥ 8 > 7 = 3(k−1)+1.
We choose a block Ta = aa1a2 ∈ Ta and after that another block Tb = bb1b2 ∈ Tb with the property that Ta ∩ Tb = ∅. Such
a block Tb exists, otherwise every block in Tb contains the point a1 or a2 and so b would not be separable from {a1, a2} and
this would be a contradiction.
We get an (n+ 1, 3)CTSS T ′ in the following way:
T ′ := T − {Ta, Tb} ∪ {∞ab,∞a1a2,∞b1b2},
where∞ is a new point. 
6.3. The case k = 4
Using Lemma 18we know that R2(6, 4) =

6
4

= 15. So the first value n of interest is n = 7.With the help of a complete
computer search we can formulate the following lemma:
Lemma 30.
R2(7, 4) = 14.
The computer program gives us the following (7, 4)CTSS T 7 of size 14:
T 7 := {1234, 1235, 1246, 1257, 1347, 1367, 1456, 1567, 2356, 2367, 2457, 2467, 3456, 3457}.
Up to isomorphism this is the only (7, 4)CTSS of size 14. We also get the following number Ns of non-isomorphic minimal
(7, 4)CTSS for given size s (see Table 1). At all, there are 568 non-isomorphic minimal (7, 4)CTSSs. They have a size between
14 and 22.
We just want to remark that Corollary 16 gives us also the lower bound R2(7, 4) ≥ 14.
Lemma 31.
R2(8, 4) = 10.
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Table 1
Number Ns of non-isomorphic minimal
(7, 4)CTSS for given size s.
s Ns
14 1
15 1
16 44
17 139
18 331
19 40
20 11
21 0
22 1
Proof. Using Corollary 16, we obtain R2(8, 4) ≥ 10. The collection of blocks
T 8 := {1234, 1256, 1278, 1357, 1468, 2368, 2457, 3458, 3467, 5678}
is an (8, 4)CTSS of size 10. Hence, R2(8, 4) = 10. 
With the help of a complete computer search we get the following lemma:
Lemma 32.
R2(9, 4) = 12, and R2(11, 4) = 11.
Remark 7. The following collections of blocks are a (9, 4)CTSS of size twelve, and an (11, 4)CTSS of size eleven respectively:
T 9 := {1234, 1235, 1267, 1289, 1346, 1578, 2369, 2478, 3568, 3579, 4569, 4789},
T 11 := {1234, 1256, 1378, 149a, 2579, 28ab, 359b, 367a, 458a, 467b, 689b}.
Lemma 33.
R2(10, 4) = 10.
Proof. Let T be a (10, 4)CTSSwith at least one point of degree three.W.l.o.g. 1234, 1567, 189a are in T . We need at least six
further blocks such that each of the points 2, 3 and 4 is 2-separable. So R2(10, 4)must be at least nine. If we assume that the
minimum size of a (10, 4)CTSS is nine and using Corollary 8, then up to isomorphismwe get one of the following structures:
(i) 1234, 1567, 189a, 2∗∗∗, 2∗∗∗, 3∗∗∗, 3∗∗∗, 4∗∗∗, 4∗∗∗ or (ii) 1234, 1567, 189a, 23∗∗, 24∗∗, 34∗∗, 2∗∗∗, 3∗∗∗, 4∗∗∗.
Especially, we also know that either all points of [5, 7], and [8, 10] respectively are 3-points or 4-points. Thus, we just have
to look at case (i) and can assume that all points of [5, 10] are 4-points. Using again Corollary 8 and up to isomorphismwe get
the following structure 1234, 1567, 189a, 256∗, 27 ∗ ∗, 357∗, 36 ∗ ∗, 467∗, 45 ∗ ∗. Up to isomorphism we can assume that
256a are in T . We obtain that 2789 ∈ T , otherwise we could not separate 2 from {3, a}. But then either 7 is not separable
from {6, 8} or {6, 9} and we have a contradiction. So R2(10, 4) ≥ 10.
Using the program we get the following collection
T 10 := {1234, 1256, 1378, 149a, 2579, 268a, 357a, 3689, 4589, 467a},
of blocks, which is a (10, 4)CTSS of size ten and we are done. 
Lemma 34.
R2(12, 4) = 9.
Proof. Using Corollary 12 we know that R2(12, 4) ≥ 9, and with the help of an example we show that R2(12, 4) ≤ 9:
T 12 := {1234, 1567, 189a, 258b, 269c, 35ac, 379b, 46ab, 478c}. 
Using again a complete computer search and Corollary 12 we also get the next result:
Lemma 35.
R2(n, 4) =

3n
4

for n ∈ {13, 14, 15}.
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Remark 8. We get the following examples:
T 13 := {1234, 1567, 189a, 1bcd, 258b, 269c, 35ad, 378c, 46ab, 479d},
T 14 := {1234, 1256, 1789, 1abc, 27ad, 28be, 357e, 368c, 459a, 46bd, 9cde},
T 15 := {1234, 1235, 1678, 19ab, 269c, 27ad, 36be, 37cf , 4589, 4aef , 5bdf , 8cde}.
Now, we give some recursive constructions for the case k = 4. The problem with these constructions is that many
conditions must be fulfilled. It is good if n is much larger than k, so that n is nearly k2 or greater.
Using Corollary 12, the following two CTSSs and the corollaries after these two examples, we will show that R2(n, 4) = 3n
4

for all n ≥ 12.
Example. We get the following two minimum size (n, 4)CTSSs by applying the proof of Lemma 21 (which we called
Construction L) with s = k = 4 and t = 0 for n = 16, and s = 5, k = 4, t = 1 for n = 20:
T 16 := {1234, 5678, 9abc, defg, 159d, 26ae, 37bf , 48cg, 16bg, 45af , 27cd, 389a},
T 20 := {1234, 5678, 9abc, defg, hijk, 159d, 26ah, 37ei, 4bfj, 8cgk, 16fk, 27bg, 3cdh, 489i, 5aej}.
Lemma 36. Let T be an (n, 4)CTSS of size m. If there are three points a, b, c ∈ [n] with Ti ∩ Tj = ∅ for distinct i, j ∈ {a, b, c}
and two disjoint blocks Ta ∈ Ta, Tb ∈ Tb, then there exists an (n+ 1, 4)CTSS T ′ of size m+ 1.
Proof. We show this lemma constructively. Let Ta := aa2a3a4 ∈ Ta and Tb := bb2b3b4 ∈ Tb with a, b, ai, bj ∈ [n] (i, j ∈
[2, 4]). We obtain T ′ with the following construction:
T ′ := T − {Ta, Tb} ∪ {∞a2a3a4,∞b2b3b4,∞abc}. 
Example. With the help of Lemma 36, we can construct a (17, 4)CTSS T 17 of size 13 and a (21, 4)CTSS T 21 of size 16:
T 17 := T 16 − {159d, 26ae} ∪ {∞17e,∞59d,∞26a}.
T 21 := T 20 − {159d, 26ah} ∪ {∞1bh,∞59d,∞26a}.
Lemma 37. Let T be an (n, 4)CTSS (n ≥ 14) of size m. If there are three points a, b, c ∈ [n] with Ti ∩ Tj = ∅ for distinct
i, j ∈ {a, b, c} and three pairwise disjoint blocks Ta ∈ Ta, Tb ∈ Tb, Tc ∈ Tc , then there exists an (n+ 2, 4)CTSS T ′ of size m+ 2.
Proof. Again, we show this lemma constructively. Let Ta := aa2a3a4, Tb := bb2b3b4 and Tc := cc2c3c4. We get T ′ with the
following construction:
T ′ := T − {Ta, Tb, Tc} ∪ {∞1a2a3a4,∞1b2b3b4,∞2c2c3c4,∞2abc,∞1∞2ef }
where e and f are two arbitrary points with e, f ∉ Ta ∪ Tb ∪ Tc . Because of n ≥ 14 such points e, f ∈ [n] exist. 
Example. Again, with the help of Lemma 37we can construct an (18, 4)CTSS T 18 of size 14 and a (22, 4)CTSS T 22 of size 17:
T 18 := T 16 − {159d, 26ae, 37bf } ∪ {∞117e,∞159d,∞226a,∞23bf ,∞1∞2cg},
T 22 := T 20 − {159d, 26ah, 4bfj} ∪ {∞11hb,∞159d,∞226a,∞24fj,∞1∞237}.
Lemma 38. Let T be an (n, 4)CTSS of size m. If there exist four pairwise disjoint blocks Ta, Tb, Tc, Td ∈ T and two points
a ∈ Ta, b ∈ Tb with Ta ∩ Tb = ∅, then there exists an (n+ 3, 4)CTSS T ′ of size m+ 3.
Proof. Assume that Ta = aa2a3a4, Tb = bb2b3b4, Tc = c1c2c3c4, Td = d1d2d3d4 and that Ta ∩ Tb = ∅, then we construct T ′
as follows:
T ′ := T − {Ta, Tb, Tc, Td} ∪ {∞1∞2∞3c1,∞1∞2d1d2,∞1∞3d3d4,
∞2∞3ab,∞1a2a3a4,∞2b2b3b4,∞3c2c3c4}. 
Like before, using Lemma 38 we construct a (19, 4)CTSS T 19 of size 15 and a (23, 4)CTSS T 23 of size 18:
T 19 := T 16 − {1234, 5678, 9abc, defg} ∪ {∞1∞2∞39,∞1∞2de,∞1∞3fg,∞2∞317,∞1234,∞2568,∞3abc},
T 23 := T 20 − {1234, 5678, 9abc, defg} ∪ {∞1∞2∞39,∞1∞2de,∞1∞3fg,∞2∞317,∞1234,∞2568,∞3abc}.
Theorem 39. For all n ≥ 12, R2(n, 4) =  3n4 .
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Proof. If n ≤ 23, we showed in this subsection that our statement is true. If n ≥ 24, we use Lemma 19 and assume that
Theorem 39 is true for all integers in [12, n − 1]. We can write n as a sum n = n1 + n2, where n1, n2 ≥ 12 are positive
integers and where n1 is divisible by four. We obtain:
3n
4

≤ R2(n, 4)
≤ R2(n1, 4)+ R2(n2, 4)
≤ 3n1
4
+

3n2
4

=

3(n1 + n2)
4

=

3n
4

.
Hence, R2(n, 4) =  3n4  for all n ≥ 12. 
6.4. The case k = 5
Using the computer program we obtain the following minimum size (n, 5)CTSS T n for n ≤ 24 (the size can be found in
Table 2 in Section 6.5):
T 8 := {12 345, 12 346, 12 347, 12 348, 12 356, 12 456, 12 578, 12 678, 13 478, 13 567, 13 568, 14 578,
14 678, 23 478, 23 578, 23 678, 24 567, 24 568, 34 567, 34 568},
T 9 := {12 345, 12 346, 12 357, 12 389, 12 678, 13 679, 14 569, 14 578, 24 568, 24 789, 25 679,
34 579, 34 678, 35 689},
T 10 := {12 345, 12 367, 12 489, 1358a, 1469a, 15 678, 23 689, 2456a, 2579a, 34 579, 3478a, 6789a},
T 11 := {12 345, 12 678, 1369a, 1479b, 158ab, 2389b, 246ab, 2579a, 3478a, 3567b, 45 689},
T 12 := {12 345, 12 367, 12 389, 1468a, 1579b, 2468c, 2579a, 3468b, 3579c, 49abc, 56abc, 78abc},
T 13 := {12 345, 12 346, 12 378, 1579a, 168bc, 259bc, 268ad, 357bd, 389ac, 45acd, 467ab, 489bd, 679cd},
T 14 := {12 345, 16 789, 1abcd, 2346a, 2567b, 28cde, 358be, 379cd, 46bce, 478ad, 579ae, 589ac, 69bde},
T 15 := {12 345, 1678e, 19abf , 2679c, 28ade, 368ac, 379bd, 46def , 47abc, 568bd, 578cf , 59adf , 59bce},
T 16 := {1234d, 1256e, 1357f , 189ag, 235bg, 289cf , 38ace, 467cg, 46abf , 479be, 59acd, 678bd},
T 17 := {12 345, 16 789, 1abcd, 267ae, 28bcf , 368bg, 37ach, 456fh, 47dfg, 49beh, 58deh, 59afg, 9cdeg},
T 18 := {12 347, 12 589, 13abc, 146de, 2356f , 2adgh, 38egi, 456ai, 48bfh, 57ceh, 679bg, 9cdfi},
T 19 := {12 345, 12 367, 189ab, 1cdef , 28cgh, 29dij, 3aegi, 3bfhj, 468fi, 479eh, 56acj, 57bdg},
T 20 := {12 345, 16 789, 1abcd, 26aef , 27bgh, 36cgi, 37ejk, 48ahj, 49bik, 58cfk, 5dehi, 9dfgj},
T 21 := {12 345, 12 678, 19abc, 1defg, 29dhi, 2aejk, 369fj, 37adl, 46bhk, 47cgi, 58bei, 5cfkl, 8ghjl},
T 22 := {12 345, 12 346, 1789a, 1bcde, 27bfg, 28chi, 37cjk, 38blm, 49dfh, 4aejl, 569gj, 5adim,
6fikl, eghkm},
T 23 := {12 345, 16 789, 1abcd, 1efgh, 26aei, 27bfj, 36bgk, 37alm, 48cen, 49dhi, 58hjl, 59ckm,
dfkln, gijmn},
T 24 := {12 345, 12 367, 189ab, 1cdef , 28cgh, 29dij, 38eik, 39clm, 46afg, 47bhl, 56bjn, 57ako,
dgkmn, ehjmo, filno}.
Now, as in the case k = 4, we show that for sufficient large n the value R2(n, 5) is R2(n, 5) =  3n5 . We start again with a
ground setwhose cardinality is divisible by k, so n = 25, 30, 35 in this subsection.Weuse again Construction L (see Section 4)
with s = k = 5 and t = 0 for n = 25, s = 6, k = 5, t = 1 for n = 30, and s = 7, k = 5, t = 2 for n = 35 to construct them:
T 25 := {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk, lmnop, 16bgl, 27chm, 38din, 49ejo, 5afkp, 17djp, 28ekl,
39fgm, 4abhn, 56cio},
T 30 := {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk, lmnop, qrstu, 16bgl, 27chq, 38dmr, 49ins, 5ejot, afkpu,
19epq, 2adjn, 36fit, 4bhmu, 57klr, 8cgos},
T 35 := {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk, lmnop, qrstu, vwxyz, 16bgl, 27chv, 38dqw, 49mrx, 5insy,
ejotz, afkpu, 17dnt, 28iou, 39jpv, 4eklw, 5fgqx, abhry, 6cmsz}.
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Lemma 40. Let T be an (n, 5)CTSS of size m. If there are two disjoint blocks Ta, Tb ∈ T and two points a ∈ Ta, b ∈ Tb with
Ta ∩ Tb = ∅ and two further points c, d with Tai = Tbi = ∅(i ∈ {c, d}), then there exists an (n+ 1, 5)CTSS T ′ of size m+ 1.
Proof. Let Ta = aa2a3a4a5, Tb = bb2b3b4b5 and let c, d be two further points with Tai = Tbi = ∅ for i ∈ {c, d}, then we can
define T ′ as follows:
T ′ := T −{Ta, Tb} ∪ {∞a2a3a4a5,∞b2b3b4b5,∞abcd}. 
Using this construction and T 25, T 30, T 35 we obtain:
T 26 := T 25 − {12 345, 6789a} ∪ {∞2345,∞679a,∞18ch},
T 31 := T 30 − {12 345, 6789a} ∪ {∞2345,∞679a,∞18tu},
T 36 := T 35 − {12 345, 6789a} ∪ {∞2345,∞679a,∞18ch}.
Lemma 41. Let T be an (n, 5)CTSS (n ≥ 19) of size m. If there are three pairwise disjoint blocks Ta, Tb, Tc ∈ T and three points
a ∈ Ta, b ∈ Tb, c ∈ Tc with Ti ∩ Tj = ∅(i, j ∈ {a, b, c}, i ≠ j), then there exists an (n+ 2, 5)CTSS T ′ of size m+ 2.
Proof. Assume that Ta = aa2a3a4a5, Tb = bb2b3b4b5, Tc = cc2c3c4c5 with Ta∩Tb = Ta∩Tc = Tb∩Tc = ∅. Let d1, d2, d3, d4
four pairwise distinct points which are not in Ta ∪ Tb ∪ Tc . Because n ≥ 19 such four points exist. Now, we can define T ′ as
follows:
T ′ := T −{Ta, Tb, Tc} ∪ {∞1∞2abc,∞1a2a3a4a5,∞1b2b3b4b5,∞2c2c3c4c5,∞2d1d2d3d4}. 
T 27 := T 25 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef } ∪ {∞1∞218c,∞12345,∞1679a,∞2bdef ,∞2mnop},
T 32 := T 30 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef } ∪ {∞1∞217d,∞12345,∞1689a,∞2bcef ,∞2rstu},
T 37 := T 35 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef } ∪ {∞1∞218c,∞12345,∞1679a,∞2bdef ,∞2wxyz}.
Lemma 42. Let T be an (n, 5)CTSS of size m. If there exist four pairwise disjoint blocks Ta, Tb, Tc, Td ∈ T , three points
a ∈ Ta, b ∈ Tb, c ∈ Tc with Ti ∩ Tj = ∅(i, j ∈ {a, b, c}, i ≠ j) and if there also exists a further point e ∉ Ta ∪ Tb ∪ Tc ∪ Td with
Ted1 = Ted2 = ∅ for some d1, d2 ∈ Td, then there exists an (n+ 3, 5)CTSS T ′ of size m+ 2.
Proof. Assume that Ta = aa2a3a4a5, Tb = bb2b3b4b5, Tc = cc2c3c4c5, Td = d1d2d3d4d5 with Ta∩Tb = Ta∩Tc = Tb∩Tc = ∅.
Let e ∉ Ta ∪ Tb ∪ Tc ∪ Td be a further point which is not an element of T for every T ∈ Td1 ∪ Td2 . Now, we get T ′ as follows:
T ′ := T − {Ta, Tb, Tc, Td} ∪ {∞1∞2abc,∞1∞3d3d4d5,∞2∞3d1d2e,∞1a2a3a4a5,∞2b2b3b4b5,
∞3c2c3c4c5}. 
T 28 := T 25 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk} ∪ {∞1∞218c,∞1∞3ghk,∞2∞3ijl,∞12345,∞2679a,∞3bdef },
T 33 := T 30 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk} ∪ {∞1∞217d,∞1∞3ghi,∞2∞3jkm,∞12345,∞2689a,∞3bcef },
T 38 := T 35 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk} ∪ {∞1∞218c,∞1∞3ghi,∞2∞3jkm,∞12345,∞2679a,∞3bdef }.
Lemma 43. Let T be an (n, 5)CTSS of size m. If there exist four pairwise disjoint blocks Ta, Tb, Tc, Td ∈ T and six points
b1, b2 ∈ Tb, c1, c2 ∈ Tc, d1, d2 ∈ Td with Tb1d1 = Tb2d1 = ∅ and Tc1d2 = Tc2d2 = ∅, then there exists an (n + 4, 5)CTSS T ′ of
size m+ 3.
Proof. Assume that Ta = a1a2a3a4a5, Tb = b1b2b3b4b5, Tc = c1c2c3c4c5, Td = d1d2d3d4d5 with Tb1d1 = Tb2d1 = ∅ and
Tc1d2 = Tc2d2 = ∅. We can define T ′ as follows:
T ′ := T − {Ta, Tb, Tc, Td} ∪ {∞1∞2∞3a1a2,∞1∞2a3a4a5,∞1∞3b3b4b5,∞2∞3c3c4c5,∞1∞4d3d4d5,
∞2∞4b1b2d1,∞3∞4c1c2d2}. 
T 29 := T 25 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk} ∪ {∞1∞2∞312,∞1∞2345,∞1∞389a,∞2∞3def ,∞1∞4ghi,
∞2∞467k,∞3∞4bcj},
T 34 := T 30 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk} ∪ {∞1∞2∞312,∞1∞2345,∞1∞389a,∞2∞3def ,∞1∞4ghi,
∞2∞467j,∞3∞4bck},
T 39 := T 35 − {12 345, 6789a, bcdef , ghijk} ∪ {∞1∞2∞312,∞1∞2345,∞1∞389a,∞2∞3def ,∞1∞4ghi,
∞2∞467j,∞3∞4bck}.
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Table 2
Values R2(n, k) for k ≤ 5 and n ≤ 25.
n k
1 2 3 4 5
4 4 6 ∞ ∞ ∞
5 5 8 10 ∞ ∞
6 6 9 10 15 ∞
7 7 11 7 14 21
8 8 12 8 10 20
9 9 14 9 12 14
10 10 15 10 10 12
11 11 17 11 11 11
12 12 18 12 9 12
13 13 20 13 10 13
14 14 21 14 11 13
15 15 23 15 12 13
16 16 24 16 12 12
17 17 26 17 13 13
18 18 27 18 14 12
19 19 29 19 15 12
20 20 30 20 15 12
21 21 32 21 16 13
22 22 33 22 17 14
23 23 35 23 18 14
24 24 36 24 18 15
25 25 38 25 19 15
Theorem 44. For all n ≥ 19, R2(n, 5) =  3n5 .
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 39: If n ≤ 39, we showed in this subsection that our statement is true.
If n ≥ 40, we use Lemma 19 and assume that Theorem 44 is true for all integers in [19, n − 1]. We can write n as a sum
n = n1 + n2, where n1, n2 ≥ 19 are positive integers and where n1 is divisible by five. We obtain:
3n
5

≤ R2(n, 5)
≤ R2(n1, 5)+ R2(n2, 5)
≤ 3n1
5
+

3n2
5

=

3(n1 + n2)
5

=

3n
5

.
And so we are done. 
6.5. Overview
In Table 2 we list the values R2(n, k) for k ≤ 5 and n ≤ 25.
7. Open problems
In this section, we just list some open problems and some ideas of further work.
1. Does there (always) exist a fair (n, k)CTSS of minimum size for given values n and k? Where we call an r − (n, k)CSS on
[n] fair (similar to the case r = 1), if | |Cx| − |Cy| | ≤ 1 for all x, y ∈ [n].
2. Howmany non-isomorphic (minimal or minimum size) r − (n, k)CSSs exist for given values r, n, k. And howmany non-
isomorphic ones exist of minimum size?
3. If we do not fix any block size k, what is the minimum size of an (n)CTSS, and an r − (n)CSS respectively?
4. Do we have R2(n, k) =  3nk  for fixed k and for all sufficiently large n? Or more general: Do we have Rr(n, k) =  (r+1)nk 
for fixed k and for all sufficiently large n?
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